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RE: Ace Computers Wins Intel Design Innovation Award
CHICAGO---Ace Computers, acknowledged as the best manufacturer of cluster computers,
custom high performance computers, and custom workstations, was just recognized with an Intel
Design Innovation Award at the 2014 Intel Solutions Summit for its successful completion of a
challenging order for the U.S. Air Force of nearly 1,000 custom workstations, incorporating Intel
components.
Ace Computers’ CEO John Samborski said, “We are very grateful for the award. These
computers are used on planes by pilots in conjunction with satellite communications. We knew if
we made any mistakes a plane could crash and lives would be lost. Intel recognized how
complex, critical and challenging this project was.”
The specific product was Ace Computers’ LogiCAD Workstation (a high-end Xeon-based
workstation) configured to meet all technical requirements including incorporating legacy
components. Ace Computers met--and in many cases exceeded--technical, warranty and support
requirements.
Ace Computers used a system board that optimized the workstations’ ability to support
the Air Force’s legacy systems. The workstations incorporated a high-quality CPU and descript
memory that exceeded the minimum requirements while staying within budget.
But there were some challenges requiring Ace Computers’ engineers to think outside the
box and draw on their experience “The process of wiring the systems was very time-consuming,
but necessary,” Samborski said. “One of the things that Ace Computers is known for is not
cutting corners and this build was no exception.”
Acknowledged as the best custom technology manufacturer, Ace Technology Partners
(Ace Computers) is a Woman-Owned Small Business custom technology systems manufacturer
and reseller for the public sector as well as the commercial sector. Their channel partners include
Intel, Supermicro, InfiniBand, NVIDIA, Mellanox and Samsung among others. It has been an
industry leader since 1983. In addition to some of the finest academic institutions in the U.S.,
long-term clients include the U.S. Department of Energy and the U.S. Department of Defense.
Ace Computers builds custom technology with the same components that top manufacturers use
without the premium price. Its principal, recognized industry expert John Samborski, is an
alumnus of Intel’s prestigious board of advisors. In addition to its Greater Chicago headquarters,
Ace Computers has locations in New Jersey, Pennsylvania and Colorado. To contact Ace
Computers, call 1-877-223-2667 or 1-847-952-6900 or visit
http://www.acecomputers.com/TopProducts.asp
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For Company Background, visit: http://www.acecomputers.com/TopAbout.asp
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Ace Computers on LinkedIn: http://www.linkedin.com/company/98135?trk=tyah
Ace Computers on Facebook: http://www.facebook.com/#!/AceComp
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